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I. Subject:   JOU 1100 (Basic Reporting) 

Topic:  The Other Right Next Door and Another Other Half a World Away 

Grade:   College Level 

Time:  These lessons are designed to help beginning reporting students delve 

further into an issue to understand the players behind the scenes so that 

one day they can do their own in-depth investigative environmental 

reporting and see the whole system behind an issue, rather than just one or 

two key players. 

  

 

II. Goal: Through these lessons, students will review the different reporting forms in the intro 

chapter of Writing and Reporting News: A Coaching Method, 7
th

 edition by Carole Rich. 

They will also slowly begin to learn the story of the people who lived at Little Farm in 

Miami. As they learn more about that one issue, they will be encouraged to reflect on how 

investigative reporters persistently work on multiple fronts to uncover the hidden players 

behind the scenes and help their readers more fully understand the systems within systems. 

Finally, they will propose what topic they want to pursue for their final semester writing 

project, and they will team up with another classmate who will serve as their sounding board 

as they develop their idea. 

  

III. Instructional Objectives: Students will: 

 

1. learn about the different reporting writing forms in the intro chapter of Writing 

and Reporting News: A Coaching Method, 7
th

 edition by Carole Rich 

2. discover where to look up information about projections for sea-level rise in 

specific areas of Miami  

3. learn about development and property values and real estate value projections 

for specific neighborhoods in Miami and discuss the concept of gentrification 

4. learn about the people who once lived in Little Farm 

5. work in pairs to brainstorm ways in which Miami-Dade County can become a 

more resilient community, and just as important, a community that is more 

sensitive to understanding how we all are part of much bigger systems that 

control our lives in ways we may not have imagined  

6. discuss which topic they will delve into for their final projects.  

7. during all discussions, students will practice the listening techniques in Chapter 

2 of Seeing Systems, Peace, Justice and Sustainability (Northwest Earth 

Institute - they don’t have to read this, the professor will briefly explain the 

techniques) 

 



IV. Content Outline:  
 

1. What are some of the different reporting and journalism writing forms? Scan the 

chapter and know how to distinguish a news story from an editorial opinion 

piece, etc. AND from an advertorial or “native advertising” (an ad written as if 

it were a hard news story) 

2. Learn about sea-level rise projections for Miami 

3. Learn the story of those who lived in Little Farm 

4. Think of some environmental issue right here in Miami that has you worried. Is 

it increasing flooding in South Beach when you go clubbing on the weekends? 

Is it all the plastic bottles that end up in the trash cans on campus rather than in 

the recycling bins? Are you a fashion diva and love to buy the latest cheap 

clothes at H&M but then wonder how to wash them safely since they are made 

out of fabrics you’ve never heard of and are so inexpensive that you throw them 

out when they are no longer in style, leaving you wondering how big the city 

dump is getting? Think about something that really has you wondering, then 

begin piecing together a larger story for your final semester project that starts 

looking at the bigger systems, as you are doing in classes this week by learning 

about Little Farm. 

  

V. Instructional Strategies 

 

LESSON ONE 

 

Warm-up:   
The professor will briefly describe the techniques of effective listening described in 

Chapter 2 of Seeing Systems, Peace, Justice and Sustainability (five minutes) 

 

Activities: 

 

1. Having scanned the opening chapter in Writing and Reporting News: A Coaching 

Method, 7
th

 edition by Carole Rich, one student will be the note taker and write key 

terms on the whiteboard that will be applicable to today’s lesson opening the 

semester. Be sure to cover the types of stories that journalists cover, from simple cops 

reports and business briefs to obituaries, multisourced news stories, investigative 

pieces and editorials (five minutes) 

2. The professor will then tell a short story about how a friend of hers is looking to buy a 

house and the realtor told her that near I-95 and the railroad tracks is where all the 

deals are, and that despite high crime rates and noise near the highway, soon prices 

there will soar. (one minute) 

3. Students will pair up with someone from the opposite side of the room (an “other”) to 

check out some addresses they know at the county property records site at 

http://www.miamidade.gov/pa/property_search.asp. This can be the address of their 

parents’ house, a friend’s apartment, etc. Discuss your findings (five minutes). 

4. A new student goes to the whiteboard and jots down what some of the pairs have 

discovered. It could be anything from “Who knew all this info was out there?” to 

specific values of some properties or the tax rate. (five minutes) 

http://www.miamidade.gov/pa/property_search.asp


5. Listen to this NPR story about a resident of Little Farm http://wlrn.org/post/little-

farm-trailer-resident-fights-eviction (listen to the podcast in class, then read the story 

for homework) (10 minutes) 

6. This is one woman’s story. Using the listening techniques described at the beginning 

of the class, discuss with your partner how you feel personally this story. Each person 

should be allowed two minutes to express his or her ideas, with the other just 

listening. Express your feelings as a recipient of the news, NOT as a journalist. Did 

your partner’s response differ radically from yours. If so, just note that difference of 

perspectives and for now do not debate it or try to convince your partner that their 

outlook was wrong. (five minutes) 

7. Finally, the class as a whole will discuss the reporting techniques used. Unlike the 

pair discussion in No. 6 above, there should be NO personal/emotional responses for 

this group discussion. For now, you are the journalists, not the audience listening to 

the news. First just start by looking at the reporting techniques used: How many 

voices were there in the podcast (number of reporters, number of people 

interviewed)? Besides this woman being evicted, how many others in her community 

were impacted by this? Without listening again to what you heard, see if as a whole 

class you can outline on the whiteboard the who, what, where, when, why and how of 

this news story from what you recall that you heard. Also the “who” of who reported 

it. Observe as a team what you heard or failed to pay attention to on the first attempt 

at listening. (10 minutes) 

 

Homework: 1. Listen to the podcast again by clicking on the WLRN link embedded in 

the Herald online story. Fill in any of the gaps on No. 7 above that you were not able to 

do as a whole class after listening just once in class (who, what, where, etc.) 

2. Read Nadege Green’s full Herald report on which the podcast about Little Farm was 

based. Write out how the two differed. Which contained more information? More 

perspectives on the issue? What are the strengths of each of these two media (print vs. 

radio) in telling this story? And the shortcomings? Both from the perspective of a 

consumer of the news (listener/reader) and the perspective of a journalist (diffusing the 

news to the public). 

3. Look up gentrification. What does it mean? Do you know any areas in Miami that are 

experiencing this? Be ready to discuss this in the next class. 

 

LESSON TWO 

 

Warm-up:   
 

Following up on the homework assignment, one student will serve as notetaker. The 

whole class will review No. 1 and 2 from the homework (what was missed by the 

listeners, and what the strengths and shortcomings are of the two formats: radio and 

print). (10 minutes) 

 

1. Deadline writing: First in-class writing assignment. The professor will discuss one of 

the very first types of stories that novice reporters used to write in the past: obits. It’s 

important to get all the facts correct since it used to be that an obit was often the only 

written record of a person’s life, unlike today’s online communication, in which 

information is readily available on the Internet about just about anyone and it can be 

http://wlrn.org/post/little-farm-trailer-resident-fights-eviction
http://wlrn.org/post/little-farm-trailer-resident-fights-eviction


easily corrected, if wrong, though that first transmission of the facts is often what is most 

remembered, not the later correction. (1 minute) 

2. Team up with a NEW partner. Everyone in the class is to pretend they are a resident of 

Little Farm, and they just died. Each partner is to write the OTHER’s obit. Spend six 

minutes listening to that person’s life story (this part should be factually CORRECT, 

name, place of birth, major at MDC, etc.). You may ask questions, but first just listen to 

that person’s life story for the first two of the six minutes. For the next four minutes, you 

can ask questions. Then flip roles (reporter/deceased). (12 minutes total) 

3. Write the obit of your partner (30 minutes) 

4. Print out TWO copies. Hand one in for your first grade. Give the other to your partner 

to take home and read. 

5. Briefly discuss as a whole class the concept of gentrification, esp. w/ respect to the 

people of Little Farm. (2 minutes) 

 

Homework: 1. Read the obit that your partner wrote about you. Take notes on what is 

correct, and what they got wrong. 

2. Think about what it would be like to have lived in Little Farm. If you had lived there 

and helped a relative be able to afford a trailer there, and now you’re deceased and they 

can’t pay the rent, how would the concept of gentrification now seem more painful and 

personal to you.  

3. Read the Biscayne Times article on Little Farm that was written half a year before 

Nadege Green’s report on the resident 

http://www.biscaynetimes.com/index.php?option=com_content&id=2024:farewell-little-

farm&Itemid=223 

 

LESSON THREE 

 

Warm-up:   
 

Two reporter/deceased pairs will read their obits out loud to the class. The “deceased” 

will then share with the class any facts that the “reporter” got wrong about their life. (five 

minutes) 

 

1. The rest of the class will pair up with their obit partner from the previous class. 

Discuss if they got anything wrong, just as two sample pairs did in the warm-up. On 

the copies of the obit, jot down the factual errors. Turn this in to the professor. (five 

minutes) 

2. Discuss as a class what the most salient errors were, if they are “important” and how 

you would feel if that error were the final public record of your life. Have a note taker 

jot on the white board the biggest grievances. (five minutes) 

3. Get a NEW partner. Discuss the Biscayne Times article and how it differed from 

from the report in the Herald and on WLRN. What new things did you learn? Who 

bought the land? (five minutes) 

4. As a class, with a new note taker at the white board, share some of the observations 

made in No. 3 above (five minutes) 

5. With your partner, in front of the computer, try to find the address of Little Farm. 

(your first investigative search). Whichever pair finds it first, raise their hand and tell 

the rest of the class how you found it. (two minutes) 

http://www.biscaynetimes.com/index.php?option=com_content&id=2024:farewell-little-farm&Itemid=223
http://www.biscaynetimes.com/index.php?option=com_content&id=2024:farewell-little-farm&Itemid=223


6. What is the ELEVATION of Little Farm? With your partner, try to find the most 

reliable source for this information. (two minutes) 

7. As a whole class (professor leading team), look at that address on both 

http://sealevel.climatecentral.org/ and http://digir.fiu.edu/seaLevelRise/# 

8. Go back to the idea of gentrification. Who owns the Little Farm land now. How does  

the concept of gentrification apply? In our “system” of creating a fair housing system 

for all, what happens when a blighted area becomes gentrified? 

Homework: 1. Go home and write an editorial column on Little Farm and the concept of 

gentrification. Be prepared to read it aloud in the next class. 

2. Think about what you would like to investigate for your final class project. Be 

prepared to discuss it with a new partner the following week. 

 

VI. Assessment: Students will be graded as pairs on their ability to listen effectively in each of 

the paired activities throughout the week. As individuals, they will receive a letter grade on 

the obit and the editorial writing pieces and either a complete or an incomplete on their initial 

preparation of their topic for the final project. 

 

VII. Materials:  

 

1. Intro on writing styles in Writing and Reporting News: A Coaching Method, 7
th

 

edition by Carole Rich  

2. WLRN radio segment on El Portal evictions at Little Farm Trailer Park 

https://soundcloud.com/wlrn/843am-el-portal-trailer-park-evictions-continue 

Text version here http://wlrn.org/post/little-farm-trailer-resident-fights-eviction 

         3. Biscayne Times piece on El Portal’s Little Farm and Chinese investors 

http://www.biscaynetimes.com/index.php?option=com_content&id=2024:farew

ell-little-farm&Itemid=223 

 

Additional readings: 

Who is running Wealthy Delight? 

http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=28

9979867 

Article on why residents should have rights (liens) 

http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/miami-dade/miami-

shores/article19393482.html 

 

VIII. Miami Dade College General Education Outcomes: 

 

Outcome #1: Communicate effectively using listening, speaking, reading and writing 

skills 

Outcome #4:  Formulate strategies to locate, evaluate and apply information 

Outcome #5: Demonstrate knowledge of diverse cultures, including global and 

historical perspectives  

Outcome #10: Describe how natural systems function and recognize the impact of  

humans on the environment 

 

       

http://sealevel.climatecentral.org/
http://digir.fiu.edu/seaLevelRise/
https://soundcloud.com/wlrn/843am-el-portal-trailer-park-evictions-continue
http://wlrn.org/post/little-farm-trailer-resident-fights-eviction
http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=289979867
http://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=289979867
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http://www.miamiherald.com/news/local/community/miami-dade/miami-shores/article19393482.html


 JOU 1100 Course Competencies: 

Competency 1: The Student will demonstrate knowledge of the various forms of journalism 

writing by:  

 a. Identifying different writing styles 

 b. Relating those styles to the specific journalism intention of the piece they are writing 

(inform for news story vs. influence for editorial piece vs. marketing/ad writing, which is 

designed to influence consumer behavior) 

c. Recognizing the various techniques used to write in these styles (reporting by 

interviewing two or more sources, researching news articles for an editorial piece) 

 


